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I have been delighted with the continued hard work of the staff and pupils around the new National Mathematics
and English Curriculum, which is so much more challenging. The children are working really hard with strong
motivation and a desire to achieve highly. Children from across school have told us that they love work when it is
hard and challenging. One said “It’s best when it’s hard as it makes your brain get bigger!”. I am sure you will be
really impressed with the progress your children are making when you come to parents' evening in March.
Thank you for your continued support.

Mrs Vyas

THE CIRCUS IS IN TOWN!
The Year 1 topic this half term is the Circus! For topic launch day the children learnt about some of the different acts
they might find in a circus, such as the ringmaster and the acrobats. They dressed up in bright clothes and circus
costumes. They produced some art work where they looked at the patterns they might find in the circus on the
costumes and on the big top and painted their own patterns.
They then made themselves look like clowns by taking selfies on the iPads and using the app ‘Doodle Buddy’ to add
face paint. They also painted each others faces with real face paints and acted out some circus trips – they had a great
day! They will be visiting a real circus that will be visiting the Green End playing fields on the 8th March as part of their
topic.

HOUSES AND HOMES
Nursery are going to be looking at some lovely traditional stories 
that feature houses as a central part of the story; The Three Little 
Pigs, Little Red Riding Hood and Jack and the Beanstalk. The children 
are also looking forward  to learning how to re-tell the stories and 
also think up exciting new versions of their own.  The children have 
helped to create a  role play cottage made out of bricks for the Little 
Pigs. They are already very skilled at dressing up as the Big Bad wolf 
and the Three Little Pigs to role play the story.  For topic launch day 
we enjoyed lots of creative work building junk model houses using 
various construction materials. The children and their parents 
became expert model makers for the morning! 

AFRICA
Year 2 took a journey across the globe to Africa
on topic launch day. They danced, told stories
using music and tasted foods that were new to
them, including coconut, yellow plum, mango,
plantain and cocoa chocolate. They also had a go
in their brand new African safari role play areas
where they played traditional instruments and
dressed up as animals to learn more about this
exciting continent.
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UNIFORM REMINDER FOR PARENTS
A gentle reminder to parents regarding the school 
uniform to be worn:-
• Black shoes or completely black trainers (no lines or 

logos)
• For girls, white socks, black or navy tights
• For boys, black, grey or navy socks
• Only modest hair accessories to be worn, in school 

colours only 
• Headscarves/hijabs in plain black or white.

MANCHESTER
Last half term Year 5 went on a walking tour
around Manchester as part of their City Life
topic. They learnt all about the history of
Manchester and its industrial past, whilst also
learning about people who made Manchester
great, such as Alan Turing. Back in class they
created adverts for reasons to visit Manchester
and also sculpted a mini Alan Turing (the man
who invented Baby, the first computer) out of
clay.

CONTRASTING LOCATIONS
For their topic launch day, Year 3 walked around
the school looking at all the different maps that
were on display, locating the U.K on a world map,
locating Manchester on a U.K map, locating
Ladybarn Primary School and other landmarks in
Manchester on a map of Manchester. They then
took part in a quiz where they had to correctly
label all the famous landmarks found in
Manchester. Back in class, they then had to decide
whether they would prefer to live in a city or the
countryside and explain why. The children did a lot
of fact finding and then took part in an art activity
in the afternoon.

THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
In the morning of their topic launch day, Year 4 looked at
the slavery trade triangle between Africa, America and
Europe. They researched countries in Africa using
pictures, atlases and iPads. They also explored using
different materials instead of paint brushes to create
African landscapes.
In the afternoon they really enjoyed the drama
workshop, based on slavery, provided by Parrswood High
School, where they created freeze frames with thought
tracking to develop empathy towards the slaves. The
workshop informed their creative writing the next day.

ECO NEWS
The whole school are taking part in a potato challenge
where they will be planting and growing potatoes with
the hope of achieving the greatest yield. Each year
group has their own raised bed and children will be
tending to the plants and harvesting in the Summer
Term. The children will then have a ‘Spud Off!'
competition to see which class cooks the best meal
using their potatoes. Hopefully, this will encourage our
children to grow their own potatoes at home too!

OUTDOOR LEARNING
All the children have been
enjoying having more outdoor
lessons this term, having
enjoyed orienteering lessons as
well as lots of fun maths and
science activities to enrich their
learning and get some much
needed fresh air.
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